Big iDeas Pitch
WINNING TEAM CONFIRMATION STATEMENT
(TO BE SIGNED AFTER BEING ANNOUNCED AS A PITCH CONTEST WINNER)

Big iDeas Pitch Title

PI) _______________________________  SMU ID __________________

PROGRAM ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

1. I/We confirm our participation in the Big iDeas program as pitch winners.
   Initial ___

2. I/We agree to make significant progress on our Big iDeas prototype over the next few months so we are prepared to participate in the Demo Day Fair.
   Initial ___

3. I/We commit to participate in the Demo Day Fair to showcase to the campus our prototype and future plans.
   Initial ___

4. I/We understand that after the Demo Day Fair our participation is voluntary. We may either terminate our activity or continue it by developing it into a business plan. If the latter, we understand that we will be eligible to in the Big iDeas Business Plan Competition on Demo Day.
   Initial ___

FUNDING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

5. I/We acknowledge our team is eligible to receive up to $1000 in funding to support our project. I/We agree to schedule and attend a meeting with the Big iDeas Coordinator to discuss funding and other structural guidelines.
   Initial ___

PI Signature _______________________________  Date __________________

BI/EL Signature _______________________________  Date __________________